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THE PROCESSES OF EVOLUTION



By the end of this section you should be able to

 Define natural selection
 Explain the role of evolution including

        - directional selection

        - stabilizing selection

        - disruptive selection

        - isolation and speciation

        - adaptive radiation(divergent evolution)

        - convergent evolution

        - parallel evolution



Natural selection
The theory that explain the origin of species in 

terms of survival of those best adapted to a 
specific environment.



Types of natural selection

1. Directional selection
 Individuals at one extreme could 

have a disadvantage whereas those 
at the other extreme have an 
advantage.

 eg. Thicker fur  (long hair) in foxes 
in cold climate and thinner fur in 
foxes in hotter climate is 
advantageous.



Contd… 
2. Stabilizing selection
 In a stable environment, individuals at both 

range of values of a feature are the least well 
adapted. But individuals at medium values 
have a greater chance to survive.

Example :- birth mass in humans

                  -babies who were very     

                   heavy or very  light 

                  show a higher neonatal 

                  mortality rate



Contd…

3. Disruptive selection
 The converse of stabilising selection
 individuals at both extremes of the range 

have some advantage over those displaying 
the mean value.

Example :- Darwin's finches

 - thinner and longer beaks = increase in 
number

 - shorter beaks = also increase in number

 - average length beaks = decrease in number   



How can natural selection lead to 
formation of new species? 

Species :- a group of related organisms with 
similar biochemistry , physiology and 
evolutionary history  that can reproduce with 
each other so that they produce fertile 
offspring.

Speciation :- the process by which a new  
species evolves



Two main types of speciation
1. Allopatric speciation

2. Sympatric speciation
Both Allopatric speciation and Sympatric speciation involve 

isolating mechanism that prevent different populations from 
interbreeding for a period of time.

Different selective pressures in the different environments, 
genetic differences between the two populations increases. 

As a result reproductive isolation may occur (distinct species 
will be formed)



1. Allopatric speciation (geographic isolation)

 occurs when a population from an existing species becomes 
geographically isolated and the isolated population develops in to a 
new species.

It is caused due to      – a river changing course

                                           - a mountain range being  

                                            created

                                           - a land mass separating two                   

                                            bodies of water(eg. isthmus)

                                           eg. Allopatric speciation in the 

                                                                   shrimp population of north                            

                                                                   pacific ocean and the Caribbean 

                                                                   sea.



2. Sympatric speciation

 speciation need not involve physical separation 
(geographic isolation)

Two diverging populations may inhabit the same area, but be 
prevented from breeding in a number of ways, including

a. Seasonal isolation – members of two population reproduce 
at different time of the year.

b. Temporal isolation - members of two population reproduce 
at different time of the day.

c. Behavioral isolation - members of two populations have 
different courtship (mating) patterns.



Types of evolutions

1. Convergent evolution

2.Divergent evolution

3.Parallel evolution



Convergent evolution

 occurs when species have different 
ancestral origins but have 
developed similar features.

Examples :- streamlined body shape    

                     of dolphin and shark

                 :-silk producing ability of 

                     spiders, silk worms, silk 
moths and weaver ants.

                



Divergent evolution

 Is a process whereby groups from the 
same common ancestor evolve and 
accumulate differences, resulting in the 
formation of new species.

It may occur as a response to changes in 
abiotic factors , such as change in 
environmental  conditions ,or when a 
new niche becomes available.

Example :- allopatric or peripatric 
speciation



Parallel evolution

Is the independent evolution of 
similar traits, starting from a similar 
ancestral condition .

It is caused by a repeated evolution of 
the same phenotype or genotype in 
evolutionarily independent 
populations.

Examples :- north American cactus 
and the African euphorbia that 
developed similar adaptations , which 
is their thick stems and sharp quills
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